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Day of the Dead
Celebrating Life, Death and Rebirth in Mexico, Oct. 25 – Nov. 3, 2023

V

isiting Mexico during the extraordinary Día de los Muertos (Day of the Dead) festivities
is a unique opportunity to immerse yourself in the history and culture of Mexico past
and present.
While it may seem ghoulish to gringos that death and festivities can go hand-in-hand, for most Mexicans, it’s very natural.
Prepare to enter the world where Mexicans celebrate with their beloved dead. We will learn how they prepare, what they do
and why, and how they return to ordinary time when the spirits go back where they came from on November 2.
Our journey begins in busy, elegant Mexico City, where we will weave together threads of history, art and literature. We’ll see
and discuss the works of Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera, and dig deeper into their fascination with death. We’ll also visit the
stellar National Museum of Anthropology to learn about the Aztec empire. Discussions of essays and poems by Octavio Paz
and Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz will deepen our understanding of the influences on contemporary Day of the Dead celebrations:
Aztec beliefs and rituals, medieval Catholic traditions from Spain and France, and the move to define mexicanidad in the
decades following the 1910 revolution.
We will then make our home base in San Miguel de Allende. After being devastated by the 1918–1919 flu pandemic, this
beautiful baroque town recreated itself as an artistic centre. During the days leading up to Day of the Dead, we will visit
markets, public squares and cemeteries to see the extent of preparation. In the cemeteries, families arrive early in the day
laden with brooms, buckets, flowers, candles, favourite food and drink of the dead, and everything else they need to set up
their ofrendas (altars) on top of the graves. Each is different, and some are stunningly creative.
During the celebration, join the merriment at San Miguel’s four-day La Calaca Festival, which includes a parade of Catrinas
(Mexican characters dressed as “elegant death”).
No words, no picture can do justice to describe the beauty, the tradition, the feeling of Día de los Muertos.                  

Discussion Leader
Melanie Blake is the director of Classical Pursuits and has led trips in Mexico, Colombia,
France and Italy. She studied English and French literature at Fordham University and the
University of Nottingham, and discovered the works of Octavio Paz and Sor Juana Inés de
la Cruz while working at an English-Spanish high school in Philadelphia with AmeriCorps.
She admires Paz’s boundless curiosity and imagination and cannot wait to discuss Mexican
literature with you, preferably over tacos al pastor.
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Readings
Selected poetry and essays of Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz
and of Octavio Paz, including The Labyrinth of Solitude
Selected contemporary fiction (to be announced)

Signature Moments

Inside Chapel of
Jimmy Ray Gallery

Celebrate the festivities like a true insider
Soak in the vibes at the Catrina parades
Get inspired by the works of Diego Rivera and Frida Kahlo
Connect with a local chef for a traditional cooking class
Contemplate and discuss great works of Mexican literature
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Templo Mayor

Detailed Itinerary
Tuesday, Oct. 25: Meet in Mexico City

Arrive in Mexico City, where a representative is waiting to
transfer you to the airport. In the late afternoon, meet your
fellow explorers before a special welcome dinner. Día de los
Muertos is yet days away, so there is plenty of time to learn
more about the festival’s origins and traditions.
Overnight: Zócalo Central, Mexico City
Meals: Welcome Dinner

Frida Kahlo Museum

Wednesday, Oct. 26: Coyoacán

Today we focus on the lives and works and of Frida Kahlo
and Diego Rivera, the artist couple who helped define not
only Mexican modernism but also the politics of the country.
Start at the Frida Kahlo Museum, known as the Casa Azul
for its deep blue walls, to explore the spaces filled with her
artwork, photos and belongings. Next, we’ll stroll through
the Coyoacán neighbourhood to Leon Trotsky’s house,
maintained as it was when he was assassinated here in
1940. Frida and Diego were both devoted communists and
confidants of Trotsky’s, and were deeply involved in the
social revolution and political turmoil of the 1920s-40s. At
the Anahuacalli Museum, we’ll see Diego Rivera’s collection.
The 20th-century pyramid is inspired by pre-Hispanic
architecture and the work of Frank Lloyd Wright.
Overnight: Zócalo Central, Mexico City
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner

Begin the day with a literary discussion. The religious
beliefs of pre-conquest Mexico contributed to death
becoming an important symbol in Mexican culture. In the
Aztec creation story, it was only through the sacrifice of
the gods that the earth was born. Human sacrifice was in
turn necessary to maintain the life of the sun. The Templo
Mayor is thought to have been built on the site of the
centre of the universe. Long covered by colonial buildings,
the temple’s ceremonial platform and major artifacts are
now being brought to light by recent excavations. Around
the temple is the Zócalo, once the centre of the Aztec
capital Tenochtitlan and now the heart of Mexico’s capital.
This expansive square is filled with pre-conquest ruins
and majestic colonial buildings. At the stellar National
Museum of Anthropology, we’ll focus on the Mesoamerica
rooms to better understand the origin myths of the
civilizations that developed here.
Overnight: Zócalo Central, Mexico City
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch

Tzompantli at Templo Mayor

© Juan Carlos Fonseca Mata

© Miguel Tovar

Thursday, Oct. 27: The Zócalo and Mesoamerican
Anthropology

Bar & lounge at Zócalo Central

Friday, Oct. 28: To San Miguel de Allende

This morning we travel a safe and scenic route through
Mexico’s central highlands to the resplendent town of
San Miguel de Allende for a six-night stay. After settling
into our hotel in the historic city centre, join our guide
for a walking tour of the city and a tequila tasting in a
lovely private house.
Overnight: Hacienda El Santuario, San Miguel de Allende
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner
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Saurday, Oct. 29 – Wednesday, Nov. 2 La Calaca at San
Miguel de Allende

We’ll spend our days in San Miguel taking part in Day of
the Dead festivities and literary discussions on our theme.
Calaca means ‘skull’ in Spanish, and there will be no shortage
of calacas in shop windows, art installations and painted
on faces over the course of the Day of the Dead celebration,
which officially begins at midnight on November 1 when
children are honoured. Adults are honoured on November 2.
On those days and on the two days before, events run citywide, with musical performances, parades, plays, talks and
fiestas that last as long as you have energy left to spare. Front
and centre in Day of the Dead festivities are the ofrendas or
altars constructed in homes, and often in parks and other
public places, to honour those who have passed. Ofrendas
invite creativity, and almost always contain staple items
such as marigolds, pan de muerto (bread of the dead),
candles, and the curious sugar skulls. La Catrina, or Lady
Death, is the central character in the Catrina Parade, and
she is joined in San Miguel by a recently conceived
companion, the male El Catrine.
On one morning in San Miguel, we’ll connect with a local
chef passionate about Mexico’s culinary heritage for a tour
of the colourful market followed by a cooking class. During
our stay we’ll also travel to the nearby town of La Cieneguita
to see the Jimmy Ray Chapel and to the World Heritage City
of Guanajajuato to admire the beautiful colonial architecture
dating form the mining boom between the 16th and 18th
centuries.
Overnight: Hacienda El Santuario, San Miguel de Allende
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner

Fresh guacamole

Tacos Al Pastor

Thursday, Nov. 3: Depart Mexico City

This morning, we transfer to the airport in Mexico City for
departure flights.
Meals: Breakfast

Note: The itinerary and accommodation described here are
subject to change due to logistical arrangements, artists’
schedules and to take advantage of local events.

Mexican Street Corn (Elote)
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This tour is eligible
for the WEC 5% credit.
Read all about the
Worldwide Quest
Explorer’s Club here.
Every booking earns
WEC status!

San Miguel de Allende

Tour Details
Tour Cost (per person): US$4495
Single Supplement: US$1000

Group Size:

12 – 16 participants

What’s Included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Airport transfers for passengers arriving
and departing as per the group itinerary
Accommodation based on double occupancy
in hotel as listed or similar
Meals as noted in the itinerary
Transportation by private air-conditioned coach
Bottled water in the vehicle during excursions
Discussions led by Melanie Blake
Readings (mailed to you prior to departure)
Cooking class and market visit
All activities and entrance fees
Services of specialized English-speaking guides
Headsets for walking tours and within galleries
and museums
Gratuities for escort, local guides, drivers, hotel,
and group meals
Applicable taxes at time of writing
Fully escorted by Melanie Blake

Not Included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Roundtrip airfare from your home to join the tour
Meals other than those mentioned above
Beverages with meals
Fuel surcharges, if applicable
Items of a personal nature
Travel insurance
Additional arrangements required due to any
emergency or other situation
Any item not mentioned in “tour cost includes”
above

Payment Details:

A non-refundable deposit of US$500 per
person is required to reserve a space on this
tour. A second payment of US$1000 per person
is due six months prior to departure. Final
payment is due 90 days prior to departure.
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What to Expect

Joining Instructions

This tour begins with our briefing in
the afternoon of October 25th followed
by our welcome dinner. Please ensure
that you arrive in Mexico City by 2
p.m. to join the group. When you make
flight arrangements or any pre-trip
night booking with Worldwide Quest,
your transfer from the airport to our
group hotel on arrival is included.
If you are making your own flight
or pre-trip hotel arrangements, this
transfer can be provided at additional
cost. The tour concludes with a single
complimentary transfer our hotel to
the Mexico City airport on November
3rd. Please contact us to verify timing
of this transfer prior to making any
flight arrangements.

Tourism Industry
Association of Ontario

#SafeTravels

Worldwide Quest has been awarded
the World Travel and Tourism
Council’s #SafeTravels Stamp for
adopting health and hygiene global
standardized protocols. Learn more.

Level of Activity: Moderate

As most of our explorations in San
Miguel will be on foot, a good level
of fitness is required to enjoy this
trip. You should be able to walk
up to two hours at a time over
cobblestoned streets and uneven
terrain. Please note that there is a
festive atmosphere in San Miguel over
this period and the feel of the town is
bustling and vibrant. Should you have
any questions about your ability to
take part in this tour, please give us a
call. Also of note is the high elevation
of both Mexico City (a little over
2000 metres above sea level) and San
Miguel (a little under 2000 metres),
making for noticeably thinner air.

Travel Documents

You will require a passport for this
trip. Please ensure it is valid for at
least 6 months beyond your scheduled
return home. Canadian and US
passport holders do not require a
visa for Mexico. Before booking,
please refer to the Canadian
government website to obtain travel
advice for the destination(s) you are
visiting: www.travel.gc.ca

COVID-19 Entry and Travel Requirements

Transportation

We will be using a comfortable
medium-sized coach for
transportation between Mexico
City and San Miguel. While in San
Miguel, most activities will be on
foot, though on some days we will
use a small coach.

Accommodation

The Hotel Zocalo Central is a
beautifully remodelled hotel in the
heart of Mexico City with amazing
views of the Zócalo (main square)
from the rooftop terrace. The
Hacienda El Santuario is an historic
former convent a five-minute walk
from San Miguel de Allende’s historic
centre. All rooms have private
facilities and Wifi is available at
both hotels.

Weather

Weather in San Miguel is pleasant
with warm days typically around
25ºC, and cool evenings around 7ºC.
Rainy seasons concludes in September,
so little precipitation is expected.
Mexico City is nearly the same, with
only slightly cooler temperatures.

All travellers on Worldwide Quest tours are required to be fully vaccinated
and prepared to show proof of vaccination as per local regulations. Please refer
to these websites for current requirements:
Mexico: https://embamex.sre.gob.mx
Canada: https://travel.gc.ca/travel-covid
United States: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/testing-international-air-travelers.html
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Additional Info
Extend Your Stay

If you are interested in exploring more of this region, we would be happy
to design a personalized extension for you either before or after this tour.
Please let us suggest some options, based on your time available, budget
and interests.

Terms and Conditions

For additional information about our terms and conditions, please refer
to your booking form, the current brochure or our website. All participants
booking with Worldwide Quest are covered by the terms of the Ontario
Travel Industry Act (Worldwide Quest International, Ontario - License
# 2667946). See full details here.

Cancellation Policy

All payments are non-refundable, however you may transfer your initial
deposit for any land tour to another tour 90 days or more prior to your
scheduled departure date. Initial deposits for cruises are non-refundable
and non-transferable. Your second payment and your final payment are
non-refundable and non-transferable. If you cancel within 90 days prior to
trip departure, all associated trip costs are non-refundable. In the event of a
cancellation, you must notify Worldwide Quest immediately and in writing.
See full details here.

Travel Insurance

We urge you to ensure that you have adequate cancellation and medical
insurance in place, should an unexpected event cause you to cancel or
interrupt your trip or should the tour not be operable per our terms
and conditions. We will offer you Manulife insurance coverage. Medical
insurance including emergency medical evacuation coverage is mandatory
on all our tours.

Worldwide Explorers Club

Travel twice with us and you become a member of the
Worldwide Explorers Club. Earn 5% off all your subsequent
eligible group tours. Look for the WEC icon to find your next
tour. The bonus is non-transferable and cannot be used in conjunction
with any other discount or credit. Note that some exceptions may apply.
Members also get access to special offers and exploratory tours.

How to Book
Please contact the Worldwide Quest office for more information and to secure your booking.

1-800-387-1483 | 416-633-5666
travel@worldwidequest.com
TICO#: 2667946
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What is a Classical Pursuits Literary Adventure?
Classical Pursuits helps travellers who are passionate about art and
literature have unforgettable cultural experiences on our small-group tours.

Our trips are a special balance of:

Each tour has its own theme, from 1920s Paris to the arts of Japan to
contemporary poetry in Morocco. But on all our tours you’ll explore the
visions of writers and artists in the places they lived and worked. Whatever
your particular interest, you’ll deepen your knowledge and gain a rich
understanding of the places we visit.

•

With a Classical Pursuits Literary Adventure you will not lose the spontaneity
and sense of personal discovery you seek in your own private travels – only
the logistical hassles.

•

•
•
•
•

In-depth seminar discussions of
compelling literature and art
Guided walks to immerse you in the
cultural and natural history of a place
Informal talks with local people
Generous unscheduled time
Exceedingly convivial company
And of course, lingering conversation
over great meals!

Classical Pursuits Literary Adventures are a collaborative effort. Classical Pursuits develops the themes and selects the
leaders. Worldwide Quest is in charge of production, expertly looking after all the logistical arrangements.
Each trip includes: a set of readings, a custom guidebook, and tips on preparing for the seminars (all mailed to you.)
No previous knowledge of any trip topic is required. The only prerequisite is to read before you arrive.

